MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 03
Series of 2005

TO : ALL CONCERNED

SUBJECT : Guidelines for the Recruitment and Deployment of OFWs to Cyprus

Further to POEA Memorandum Circular No. 02, Series of 2005, and in line with the Administration’s thrust of streamlining the procedures and requirements for the recruitment and deployment of overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) bound for Cyprus, and considering further that foreign household workers in Cyprus are covered by the labor laws of the country, and in the absence of a Philippine Labor Attaché in Cyprus, all individual employment contract of Cyprus-bound household workers hired through Philippine recruitment agencies shall only require notarization by a notary public in Cyprus.

All previous issuances inconsistent with this circular are hereby deemed repealed and superseded.

For immediate compliance.

ROSSAINDA DIMAPILIS-BALDOZ
Administrator
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